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and that way, i can build an api that lets
me take the content and let people

download it, and then i dont have to worry
about hosting it, and i dont have to worry
about it going down, and i dont have to

worry about any of that stuff. i just have to
worry about the content. so thats why its

called webtorrent. it just lets me give
people the content; i dont have to worry

about hosting it, i dont have to worry about
all the technical details, i just have to worry

about the content. and then people can
download it. yeah, i think thats a good
definition. i hope weve inspired other

people to do even cooler things. weve got
this really cool app, that its possible to use
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as a live demo of the technology. if you go
to our webtorrent website, you can actually
download the app right now. it has a built-

in web server that you can access with
your browser, and youll be able to see that,
and even download the files yourself, and
you can see how the different pieces are

coming together. so yeah, things like that,
that we really try to do as much as we can
to ensure that people have a really good
time using it. the app is open source, the
desktop version is open source, and its

designed to be really easy to use, and to
make it really easy to go from really casual

user to really hardcore user to really
advanced user. we do have a slightly

higher learning curve than just using a
normal bittorrent client, but its definitely

not that much higher. the core of it is just a
webtorrent client. the server is just a

simple webtorrent server that comes with
the package that we install on windows. its

actually a really lightweight, powerful
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server, so thats the server that you get
when you install webtorrent. the client

comes with a bunch of examples that you
can actually play with, so i was actually

doing this one on my computer, and i was
trying to teach my computer how to

connect to my own bittorrent tracker.
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[ 01:03:31.06 ] so, for webtorrent, we
wanted to make sure that its cross-

browser, that its cross-platform, that its
simple, and that you can build everything
from a single app and a single binary. and
weve been getting very good feedback on
that. so i think its pretty safe to say that its
a really simple client that does what it says

on the tin. [ 01:05:26.26 ] right, so there
are a lot of different layers you can build

on top of it. there are a lot of different
libraries that you can use to build clients. i

think there are like, 50, 60 different
libraries available to you for webrtc, but

one of the nice things about webtorrent is
that it just works! it works out of the box.
you just need to connect. so, and so far,
theres only two people who have tried to

implement webrtc on webtorrent. and
there werent any problems with it. there

was a problem with chrome, where it didnt
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work right in chrome, but theres a fix for
that. [ 01:06:53.02 ] theres a solution for

that. but there was never a problem with it.
its a cool project to work on, and you can
write all the code yourself, you can call all
the apis yourself, and just do whatever you
want with it. but if youre a developer and
you just want to build a webrtc client for

some reason, you can just use webtorrent.
you dont have to write your own client. one
of the nice things is that its not that hard to

add webtorrent support to your desktop
torrent app if youre a maintainer of a

desktop app. its basically 95% the same
protocol. once you actually connect to a

peer, everything you send to them, every
bit of communication is exactly the same
as it would normally be if youre talking to
another torrent app. its just the way you
get connected thats a little bit different.
instead of opening up a tcp socket, youll

open up a web rtc connection. theres
libraries for web rtc support that they could
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just add it, so youre actually seeing clients
start to support it. 5ec8ef588b
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